Building business resilience
Michael Ryan
Booth Associates, Griffith

IN A NUTSHELL
z Drought recovery (or boom periods) are usually short lived — use the short window of opportunity to build
business resilience.

z To understand and effectively manage risks, compare options and plan strategies:
– budget for at least three years ahead to see beyond the next “hump” — even with annual reviews
– establish a performance monitoring and periodic review program
– prioritise any capital expenditure to items that provide the best “bang” for the investment
– don’t starve your business of cash.

Agriculture is characterised by an ongoing series of booms
and busts. Droughts are but one form of “bust”. Others
include poor markets, flood events, mice and locust
plagues, high exchange rates and high interest rates.
When a drought (bust) is over there is a feeling of relief with the
opportunity to recover lost ground. Whilst increased cash flow is
not immediate there is an expectation of an increase in the flow
of money with spare cash and even reasonable profits. Thus
“recovery” often focuses on renewing plant and equipment,
reducing debt, upgrading infrastructure and/or if the cash flow
is strong enough, to invest off farm, buy farm management
deposits, have a holiday or buy more land. Mixed in with this is
a desire to minimise potential tax liabilities.
All these options are worthy of consideration with the
preferences being specific to each business and its owners.
What is not always understood in a true cost/benefit sense, are
the longer-term implications of today’s decisions and actions.

Window of opportunity
The true pragmatists among us are only too well aware that
busts follow good times and periods of relative relief are
replaced by the next inevitable challenge. At the end of each
bust is a window of opportunity. The opportunity is short lived
as well as site, situation and people-specific for each business.
The opportunity must be managed carefully if both recovery
and strategic positioning for the next bust are to be optimised.
No one knows what the next mix of challenges will be, to what
extent and for how long. Thus long-term budgets with relevant
sensitivity analyses are needed to truly understand the:
MM

optimum business strategy and enterprise mix

MM

implications and consequences of decisions

MM

manner in which you may react when circumstances
change.

Lost time and/or less than best planning in this window can
seriously risk your ability to deal with the next set of challenges.

Time to update plant and equipment? The window of opportunity must be managed carefully so you are well placed for the next bust.
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Some background issues

MM

When making significant decisions it is wise to consider potential
external issues which could impact favourably or otherwise on
the likely outcomes of those decisions. Following are some
observations and possible impacts of recent broader issues,
events, economic analyses and media reports.
Interest rates – around November 2010 the trading of future
90-day bill facilities seemed to peak and have since shown
significant signs of weakening. Table 1 shows indicative figures
for the wholesale futures market. Note the variation in the nine
to twelve month outlook since last November.
Aussie $$ — market analysts vary in their prediction from US
83c to 135c with the majority around 100c to 110c. A high
Australian dollar means lower costs for inputs and lower prices
for outputs.
Increased product prices — high prices always seem to be
followed by low prices, and the longer and stronger the high,
the worse the downturn and usually when least expected.
Increased input costs — when prices do move up to a new
and higher plateau, past experiences are that costs will rise as
suppliers also attempt to capture a benefit from the commodity
rise.
Policy risk — new government policies appear more frequently
and are often removed from rational commercial logic.
Examples are the way water buy-backs are managed and the
lack of comment on “reversibility” and “responsibility” aspects
of risk assessments within the released versions of the draft
Murray–Darling Basin Plan.
World economy — analysts’ reports suggest the economies
avoiding most of the world economic problems are China and
Australia. You may recall that if every one in China was to wear
woollen socks, all wool growers would remain in heaven????
World food security — there are many massive inter-sovereign
and corporate projects starting up around the world to meet
food demands and manage unrest. At least one rice proposal
could be as big as the Australian rice industry in itself. The key
issue in most of these is the desire to repatriate product rather
than profits to countries that currently buy our products.

on the positive side, there is a reasonable chance of soft
interest rates but a sustained high in the Aussie $$ may
counter this.

Despite these inevitable pressures and uncertainties, their
impacts will arise when we least expect it, so we must be
careful but not afraid to move. Telling axioms are:
MM
MM

“no decision is worse than a less-than-best decision”
“the more risk you take the more careful you need to be in
how you assess and manage risk”.

Good risk takers differentiate themselves from gamblers. Well
researched and budgeted risk is sound business practice if it
does not push you beyond your personal capacity to cope,
and you are capable of managing the implementation of that
risk. Gambling is for those who do not understand what they’re
about and thus gambling is an outcome of poor planning and
poor budgeting.

Profits don’t mean cash
Business owners have a split personality. They go to their
accountant one day to find ways to not show a profit. Next
day, they go to their financier and want to show a strong profit.
They want these conflicting outcomes for the same business
in the same financial year! Why undermine yourself and
your business’s future with inappropriate record keeping and
business planning?
Therefore a profit is not always a profit. The tax profit we
usually generate with our accountant is prepared in strict
accordance with legislation to a process which is not always
a reflection of defining true profit. For example there is often
no allowance for the cost of management and owners’ labour
and effort, capital expenditure may be embedded as operating
expenditure, livestock trading accounts are based on artificial
values, and there are issues between repairs and maintenance
and depreciation, to name but a few.

No one knows exactly what will happen tonight let alone next
year or over the next decade. However the above observations
provide some broad guidelines for any proposed capital
expenditures, namely:
MM

prices for produce may have risen to a new level but costs
will soon follow and other world projects will add future
competition to keep a lid on the price of what we produce.
Policy changes, especially water policies, may even limit our
capacity to produce.
Table 1. A snapshot of changes in future interest rates outlook for
90-day bills

Market date

Time from market date
1–2 months

9–12 months

3–5 years

Nov 2010

5.15%

5.50%

5.75%

May 2011

5.05%

5.25%

5.60%

Jul 2011

4.70%

4.45%

5.05%

Aug 2011

4.36%

3.80%

4.44%
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Can you improve crop practices for minimal cost and mitigate risks?
Good risk takers differentiate themselves from gamblers.
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Looking at tax profit usually leads to a not uncommon statement
of “I’m making profits but were has the money gone?”. The
reasons behind this are complex and need to be addressed
beyond this article. However some key issues are:
MM

MM

MM

the easiest time to reduce debt is when you have the
“benefit” (??) of accrued losses
decisions about the future, using tax returns built on past
events, is a recipe for tripping up
spending dollars on capital items to save cents on tax is not
always good business.

There is a fundamental difference between tax profit,
management profit and cash flow; and ultimately all bills are
paid for with cash not profit.

Plan for “beyond recovery”
There are a few key issues to consider for optimising drought
recovery and management of the next challenge.
Do not self-assess. Talk to your trusted business advisors
regularly and recognise each will have different roles to play.

Cash flow budgets should cover no less than the next three
years, and this is also true for annual reviews. The extended
budgeting period provides evidence on when immediate cash
flow “humps” may settle down into a stable scenario. There is a
range of budgeting considerations, as follows.
Initial draft budgets should not include any debt servicing.
This approach highlights the underlying performance of the
business itself (debt-free profit) and allows an assessment
of the relative impact of changing strategies including any
proposed capital expenditure. When the desired performance
of the underlying business is acceptable it is then time to add
in the financing. That financing should be structured around
the business’s capacity to service the timing and amounts of
interest and principal.
Back up all variable costs and revenue streams with
documented details of the key assumptions such as yields,
prices, areas and rates.
Test the resilience of the business by varying the key
assumptions, especially yield and price.

Do not rush in and spend hard-earned cash without fully
understanding the implications and benefits.

Having an independent trusted advisor is crucial in sanitychecking the business structure and assumptions behind your
budgets and in optimising your business performance.

Do not put yourself in the position of making short-term
decisions which can and do come back to bite you.

Debt reduction

Budgeting

If your debt increased during the drought you and your financier
may wish to see a reduction in total borrowings. There are some
key comments about debt reduction, as follow.

The only thing we know for certain about a budget is that it
will be different to what actually happens and we cannot
predict when it will be different or by how much. What we do
know is the more you budget and monitor that budget, the
more accurate your budgets will be. Budgets are also the best
benchmark for performance monitoring and periodic (annual)
reviews.
Despite the likelihood of variance, budgeting is an essential
business management tool for:
MM
MM

MM

understanding business and management capacities
properly assessing and understanding the implications and
consequences of decisions
providing prepared strategies for how you may react when
circumstances change.

Is yield or cash the king? There is a fundamental difference between
tax profit, management profit and cash flow.
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Equity — the rule of thumb is to target greater than 80%.
However, high performing businesses with managers sleeping
comfortably at night, work at 50–60% equity. In contrast,
people with low tolerance to debt may not wish to see their
equity below 90% or even no debt at all.
Interest cover — interest commitments should not exceed
50% of the true debt-free profit better known as ‘Earnings
Before Interest and Tax” or EBIT for a fair average year. Do not
use your tax return for this exercise.
Back paddock — experience shows that selling the back
paddock to reduce debt usually undermines the ability to
service the remaining debt.

To retire debts or upgrade equipment can be a dilemma! Do not rush
into debt reduction and starve the business for future cash needs.
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Do not rush into debt reduction and starve the business for
future cash needs. If you don’t have cash and/or agreed access
to cash, the capacity to shock-absorb against adversity is
reduced.

Capex — improving business
performance
Note that only a proportion of capex (capital expenditure) will
truly go to the bottom line of your balance sheet. As a guide,
if you spend $100K on improvements, only $50K maximum
becomes a tangible asset. The rest of the expense must be
serviced by improved business performance.
For machinery, the proportion becoming a tangible asset is
higher, say 75–80%, but you will have increased commitments
and loss in value over time. However, possibly there will be
reduced repairs and maintenance costs. There must be other
offsetting tangible benefits such as:

Performance monitoring
If you go to the trouble of preparing a sound budget, then make
sure it is regularly monitored and reviewed. Monitoring should
be at least quarterly with a review no less than annually, if your
business is to remain on track and you can appropriately adjust
to the inevitable changing seasons and markets.

Key issues for recovery
The key issues for a sound and sustainable drought recovery
are:
MM

use your trusted advisors to ensure unbiased external input

MM

don’t rely on tax returns

MM

don’t starve your business of cash

MM

plan and budget for at least three years ahead

MM

beware of capital expendtiure that does not drive a tangible
benefit

MM

more efficient and timely operations

MM

reduction in the need for labour and/or contractors

MM

increased efficiency in water conversion to product

The current window of opportunity has a limited time to run.

MM

increased capacity to generate higher crop yields.

Have you made the most of the opportunity?

Water efficiency is crucial. For dryland farmers the target water
use is an average of 15 kg/ha/mm of effective rain. For irrigators
the target is more than 80% water application efficiency with
irrigation water itself plus the maximum capture of rain.

Business expansion
For those that are well placed it may be desirable to increase
land area to continue to grow the scale of operations and
optimise operational efficiencies.
Business critical mass is not often discussed but targeting
business critical mass is a key business strategy for managing
the inevitable decline in the terms of trade otherwise known as
the cost price squeeze. The rule of thumb is preferably an asset
base of more than $8 million but more importantly return on
assets (EBIT yield) will play a stronger role than absolute assets.
For example, it is best to have a $2 million business yielding
10%, than an $8 million business yielding 2.5%, although the
larger business’s balance sheet will give your financier more
comfort.

Only a proportion of capex will go to the bottom line. As a guide, of
$100K spent on improvements, only $50K becomes a tangible asset.
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MM

regularly monitor and periodically review the implemented
program.

Are you exposed to the inevitable next downturn in seasons
and markets?
Delaying your planning is the same as not making a decision
and it will unduly expose you and your business to negative
impacts over the coming years.
Further information
Michael Ryan
T: 02 6964 9911
E: m.ryan@boothassociates.com.au

Can you really afford or justify the new GPS? Don’t starve your business
of cash; and plan and budget for at least three years ahead.
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